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Chemoenzymatic synthesis methods use organic and enzyme chemistry to synthesize a desired small

molecule. Complementing organic synthesis with enzyme-catalyzed selective transformations under

mild conditions enables more sustainable and synthetically efficient chemical manufacturing. Here, we

present a multistep retrosynthesis search algorithm to facilitate chemoenzymatic synthesis of

pharmaceutical compounds, specialty chemicals, commodity chemicals, and monomers. First, we

employ the synthesis planner ASKCOS to plan multistep syntheses starting from commercially available

materials. Then, we identify transformations that can be catalyzed by enzymes using a small database of

biocatalytic reaction rules previously curated for RetroBioCat, a computer-aided synthesis planning tool

for biocatalytic cascades. Enzymatic suggestions captured by the approach include ones capable of

reducing the number of synthetic steps. We successfully plan chemoenzymatic routes for active

pharmaceutical ingredients or their intermediates (e.g., Sitagliptin, Rivastigmine, and Ephedrine),

commodity chemicals (e.g., acrylamide and glycolic acid), and specialty chemicals (e.g., S-Metalochlor

and Vanillin), in a retrospective fashion. In addition to recovering published routes, the algorithm

proposes many sensible alternative pathways. Our approach provides a chemoenzymatic synthesis

planning strategy by identifying synthetic transformations that could be candidates for enzyme catalysis.
1 Introduction

Enzymes are essential tools employed in synthetic and process
chemistry. They catalyze stereo-, regio-, and enantio-specic
reactions; as a result, biocatalysis enables more efficient
synthetic routes with less need for protection and deprotection
reactions.1 Directed evolution has successfully enabled drastic
changes to the substrate scope of enzymes to accept unnatural
substrates to meet process needs.2 Further, enzymatic reactions
typically occur in water or benign organic solvents under mild
conditions.3–5 Moreover, multistep enzymatic reactions can be
carried out in a single pot to avoid purifying intermediates and
overcome equilibrium constraints.1,3 Enzymes are also more
amenable to economic modeling than precious metal catalysts,
whose prices uctuate.6

Organic synthesis is the workhorse of the modern chemical
manufacturing industry. It has been rened over centuries to
allow efficient routes to creating human-made compounds. A
subset of the organic reactions used can also be catalyzed by
enzymes, for example, to reduce cost or employ milder reaction
conditions. However, organic chemists' educational experience
has only a small overlap with that of enzymologists, making it
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challenging for some synthetic chemists to tap into benets at
the interface between organic- and enzyme chemistry. Chemo-
enzymatic synthesis planning tools can efficiently help identify
biocatalysis opportunities in the manufacture of small
molecules.

Retrosynthesis techniques in computer-aided synthesis
planning (CASP) propose feasible multistep synthetic routes to
a target from available starting materials by starting with the
target and choosing appropriate disconnections recursively.
From the early CASP tools in organic chemistry presented over
50 years ago,7,8 the methods have improved to predict realistic
organic synthesis routes to a desired target using rule-based
methods and machine learning to generalize known
reactions.9–11 Recent developments in enzymatic retrosynthesis
show a tremendous potential for developing similar CASP tools
for enzymes.12–15 Finnigan et al. recently curated a small set of
expertly encoded reaction rules to describe the enzyme toolbox
for biocatalysis.13 These reaction rules implicitly reect the
established substrate promiscuity of the different enzyme
classes. Enzymes that these rules represent have been shown to
be amenable to enzyme engineering in many cases, for the
acceptance of novel substrates.13 Furthermore, they were
successfully employed to plan biocatalytic cascades to target
molecules. Although RetroBioCat successfully plans multistep
enzymatic routes, it cannot propose chemoenzymatic routes
toward a desired target that synergistically involves both organic
and enzymatic approaches.
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6467–6475 | 6467
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Recently, Levin et al. created a chemoenzymatic synthesis
planning tool that identies enzymatic opportunities while per-
forming retrosynthesis.14 This method employs the ‘BKMS-react’
database of enzymatic reactions mainly used for natural product
biosynthesis to identify enzymatic opportunities. Limitations in
this dataset result in two imperfections. First, it reduces the
algorithm's capability to identify chemoenzymatic routes toward
human-made molecules that are not similar to natural products.
Specically, the algorithm only identied a limited number of
synthesis routes and did not capture the precedent chemo-
enzymatic routes for several model human-made compounds
tested (Fig. S1†). However, this molecule class plays a signicant
role in pharmaceutical, commodity chemical, and agrochemical
industries. Second, BKMS database is biased towards metabolic
enzymes; this might lead to retrosynthetic suggestions with
reduced chances of engineerability of the enzymes. Therefore,
notwithstanding this impressive advance in chemoenzymatic
synthesis planning, there remains a strong need for planning
algorithms to identify enzymatic opportunities within synthetic
routes toward human-made molecules.
Fig. 1 Computer-assisted multistep chemoenzymatic retrosynthesis us
highlighted in a green box.
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Herein, we demonstrate a method facilitating chemo-
enzymatic synthesis by identifying enzymatic transformations
within pathways proposed by the open-source CASP tool, ASK-
COS.4 The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1 using Duloxetine16 as
an example target. First, a user species the target compound,
duloxetine, by its SMILES string. An existing CASP algorithm
proposes many possible synthetic routes from commercial
starting materials to the target. We use ASKCOS for this step,
but in principle, other CASP approaches would work. Second,
a small database of biocatalytic reaction rules previously
curated by Finnigan et al. enables the identication of synthetic
reactions that are candidates for enzyme catalysis, including the
possibility of shortened reaction pathways.

By identifying biocatalysis opportunities in planned synthesis
routes, we demonstrate the capability of our approach to
propose chemoenzymatic steps. Enzymatic suggestions captured
by our approach include ones capable of reducing the number of
synthetic steps. We successfully plan chemoenzymatic routes for
active pharmaceutical ingredients or their intermediates (e.g.,
Sitagliptin, Rivastigmine, and Ephedrine), commodity chemicals
ing a synthesis planner. Commercially available starting materials are

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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(e.g., acrylamide and glycolic acid), and specialty chemicals (e.g.,
S-Metalochlor and Vanillin), in a retrospective fashion. In addi-
tion to recovering published routes, the algorithm proposes
sensible alternatives. A primary disadvantage of employing
enzymes is the long lead time necessary for directed evolution
campaigns.6 Our approach oen proposes suitable chemo-
catalytic alternatives to the enzymes to serve as placeholders
during evolution campaigns, alleviating a practical bottleneck
for applying enzymes in process chemistry.

2 Methods
2.1. Single-step biocatalysis opportunity identier

Our single-step biocatalysis opportunity identier asks the
question: can an enzyme be utilized to catalyze the single-step
transformation proposed by the synthesis planner? First, for
a specic target molecule, the algorithm generates a diverse set
of chemically viable single-step synthetic transformations that
could produce the target. Second, the algorithm identies
candidate reactions that can be catalyzed by enzymes. This
analysis treats biocatalysis opportunity identication as a cata-
lyst prediction problem aer performing retrosynthesis. The
following paragraphs explain the workow in detail.

First, we employ the single-step retrosynthesis model in
ASKCOS to generate a set of reactants that could produce the
target.9 Using information from 12.5 million single-step
synthetic reactions tabulated in the Reaxys database, ASKCOS
has approximately 160 000 generalized reaction rules summa-
rizing retrosynthetic transformations commonly used in
synthetic chemistry. A feedforward neural network predicts and
ranks which of the 160 000 reaction rules most apply to a target
based on its molecular structure. The top-1000 templates or top-
N templates with a maximum cumulative predicted score of
0.999 (whichever set contains a lower number of templates)
were considered for a typical analysis that could produce the
target.

Second, for every retrosynthetic suggestion, we exhaustively
apply the biocatalytic templates from RetroBioCat to determine
whether enzymes could potentially catalyze the reaction. Ret-
roBioCat's 135 biocatalytic templates summarize the trans-
formations catalyzed by different classes of enzymes and
implicitly describe their established substrate scopes.13 Many
templates are promiscuous with respect to stereochemical
preferences of enzymes; this is intended to capture the potential
to engineer enzymes for meeting process specic stereochem-
ical needs.17–20 First, the product SMILES string and a list of
separated reactant SMILES strings are obtained for every ASK-
COS proposed retrosynthetic suggestion. Then, biocatalytic
templates with reaction rules that apply to the target product
are applied to the product SMILES using RDChiral, an open-
source tool for retrosynthetic template application.21 For every
applied template, the algorithm subsequently checks whether
the resulting enzymatic reactants are present within the list of
reactants associated with the original ASKCOS proposed retro-
synthetic suggestion using an exact SMILES string match. If
true, the enzyme class associated with the biocatalytic template
is recorded as applicable to the ASKCOS proposed
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
retrosynthetic suggestion. By ensuring the biocatalytic template
applies to the proposed retrosynthetic suggestion, this
approach intends to propose enzymes whose active site can
catalyze the proposed synthetic transformation and whose
binding pockets can accommodate the substrate through
protein engineering.
2.2. Multistep chemoenzymatic retrosynthesis

Complex target molecules oen require a series of organic and
enzymatic transformations, which sequentially build molecular
complexity starting from simpler building blocks. Herein, we
developed two complementary methods for performing multi-
step chemoenzymatic retrosynthesis. First, we recursively apply
the combined single-step retrosynthesis model and biocatalysis
opportunity identier to plan multistep chemoenzymatic
synthesis routes. This rst workow simply extends the single-
step biocatalysis opportunity identier described in Section 2.1.
Second, we developed an automated computer-aided synthesis
planning tool that plans multistep chemoenzymatic reaction
pathways in two sequential steps. Given a target compound as
input, ASKCOS proposes multistep synthetic pathways starting
from commercial starting materials. Then, we identify candi-
date reactions within ASKCOS proposed routes well suited for
biocatalysis. The following paragraphs detail the second
workow.

First, we employ the MCTS-based multistep chemical
synthesis planning tool in ASKCOS to generate a reaction
network comprising different pathways to synthesize the target
starting from commercially available materials.9 Retrosynthetic
expansion occurs recursively for a predetermined amount of
time (typically about 2 minutes) or up to a specied depth
(typically about 5 steps) before all resulting pathways are
returned. ASKCOS uses the Monte Carlo tree search algorithm
to balance exploitation of branches thought to be promising
and exploration of less frequently visited branches. Our data-
base of buyables contains commercially available compounds
from eMolecules, LabNetwork, or Sigma Aldrich. This buyables
database can be customized for individual user needs.22 In this
study, all compounds with an average price per gram listed at
$100 or lower were included in the database. This analysis
yielded a reaction network with different routes to produce the
target staring from commercially available materials.

Second, we developed a method to process the resulting
reaction network for identifying opportunities to employ bio-
catalysts. Because of the chemo-, regio-, and enantio-selectivity
of enzyme-catalyzed reactions, enzymes offer opportunities to
reduce the overall number of steps in the synthesis. This
reduction was encouraged by allowing the algorithm to identify
multistep synthetic transformations that a single enzymatic
reaction can replace. Since a typical reaction network comprises
O(10)–O(100) possible pathways to produce a target from
commercial materials, the algorithm rst parses the reaction
network to identify the individual routes before each one is
subsequently further analyzed. For every molecule in the
pathway, the algorithm identies single-step and multistep
synthetic transformations to produce the molecule using
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6467–6475 | 6469
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precursors in the route. Then, the algorithm uses the single-step
biocatalysis opportunity identier described previously to
determine whether the molecule can be created using the initial
reactants of the identied single-step or multistep synthetic
transformations. Importantly, this technique is a ‘post-
processing method’ that uses pathways proposed by
a synthesis planning tool; therefore, it can be integrated into
other open-source or proprietary retrosynthetic workows effi-
ciently to identify biocatalysis opportunities.

3 Results
3.1. Single-step biocatalysis opportunity identier

We tested our algorithm on diverse model compounds or
intermediates produced using enzymes in different chemical
manufacturing industries, and it successfully recovered their
recorded precursors. Tert-butyl (R)-3-hydroxyl-5-hexenoate,23

Esomeprazole,24 (S)-salsolidine,25 L-(S)-tert-leucine,26 and Clopi-
dogrel intermediate27 are pharmaceutical intermediates.
Vanillin,28 trans-2-hexen-1-al,29 and decanal30 are avor/food
compounds. Acrylonitrile is a commodity chemical.31 These
compounds employ a range of biocatalysts for their production,
including ketoreductase (Fig. 2A),23 carboxylic acid reductase
(Fig. 2B),28 transaminase (Fig. 2C),26 prazole sulde mono-
oxygenase (Fig. 2D),24 alcohol oxidase (Fig. 2E),29 ene reductase
(Fig. 2F),30 imine reductase (Fig. 2G),25 hydroxynitrile lyase
(Fig. 2H),27 and nitrile hydratase (Fig. 2I).31 The approach
correctly proposes the recorded reactants and identies suitable
enzymes in all cases. The diversity of these transformations
highlights the power of using the collective knowledge con-
tained in a synthetic retrosynthesis prediction tool (i.e., ASKCOS
single-step predictor) and a biocatalysis template database to
Fig. 2 Example biocatalysis opportunities identified by combining ASC
catalysis opportunity identifier.

6470 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6467–6475
identify strategic retrosynthetic steps and enzyme catalysts that
might otherwise be overlooked, particularly by someone less
familiar with enzymatic synthesis.

3.2. Interactive multistep chemoenzymatic pathway
planning

We then sought to recursively apply the combined single-step
retrosynthesis model and biocatalysis opportunity identier to
plan multistep chemoenzymatic synthesis routes for industri-
ally relevant small molecule targets starting from commercial
materials. The complex pharmaceutical target Montelukast
(Fig. 3A),32 chiral pharmacophore of Atorvastatin (Fig. 3B),33

dipeptide Ala–Gln (Fig. 3C),34 and commodity chemical glycolic
acid (Fig. 3D)35 served as model targets. This interactive pathway
planning approach rst employs the newly developed single-
step chemoenzymatic retrosynthesis approach for brain-
storming synthesis strategies for every step and subsequently
relies on human expertise to guide the overall multistep che-
moenzymatic synthesis plan towards commercial starting
materials. The suggested disconnections are consistent with
published paths, except for one slight difference. The published
biocatalytic route to the side chain of Atorvastatin by Codexis
starts with ethyl 4-chloroacetoacetate rather than methyl 4-
chloroacetoacetate;33 however, the proposed route (Fig. 3B) is
sensible and captures the overall synthesis strategy.

3.3. Computer-aided chemoenzymatic synthesis planning
using MCTS

Chemically diverse compounds produced in multiple steps
using chemocatalysts and enzymes served as model
compounds to test the algorithm. Sitagliptin (Fig. 4A),2,36
KOS single-step retrosynthesis model and the newly developed bio-

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Multistep chemoenzymatic synthesis planning with human intervention. Routes are constructed by recursively applying the single-step
chemoenzymatic synthesis methodology to (a) Montelukast, (b) the key side chain of Atorvastatin, (c) dipeptide Ala–Gln, and (d) commodity
chemical glycolic acid. The suggested disconnections are consistent with published pathways, with slight differences discussed in the text.
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Rivastigmine (Fig. 4B),37 a chiral intermediate for angiotensin 1
converting enzyme inhibitor (Fig. 4C),31 Ephedrine (Fig. 4D),38

(R)-o-chloromandelic acid (Fig. 4E),31 Rasagiline (Fig. 4F),39 (S)-
Metalochlor (Fig. 4G)40 served as model compounds in the
pharmaceutical and agrochemical industry. The algorithm
capitalized on the ability of enzymes to catalyze stereoselective
transformations to introduce chirality into the molecules. In
all cases, we recovered the literature pathways successfully. We
removed all intermediates in the literature pathways from our
buyable database to prevent premature termination at expen-
sive starting materials. In practice, users can recursively run
the algorithm if proposed routes start from costly but
commercially available starting materials.

In addition to recovering the known literature precedent,
the algorithm suggests other sensible chemoenzymatic routes
to produce the target. (S)-duloxetine is a versatile pharmaceu-
tical in treating major depressive disorders, stress urinary
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
incontinence, and obsessive-compulsive disorder.16 In a few
minutes, the algorithm identied 260 different pathways
starting from commercially available materials that could
produce this compound. 195 out of 260 pathways were iden-
tied as candidates for using enzymes as catalysts (Fig. 5A). To
begin with, the known literature precedent to produce this
compound was successfully identied by the algorithm
(Fig. 5B).16 Second, the algorithm identies many alternative
routes for producing this molecule, and one such pathway is
presented (Fig. 5C). This pathway starts with commercially
available starting material 2-theonylacetonitrile (3). In the rst
synthetic step, a ketoreductase converts the ketone (3) to the
chiral alcohol (4). Then, a nucleophilic aromatic substitution
reaction transforms 1-uoronaphthalene (4) and (5) into (6).
Third, a nitrile reductase converts the nitrile (6) into the amine
(7). Finally, an N-methyltransferase methylates the amine (7) to
produce the target (8). A commercial process could potentially
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6467–6475 | 6471



Fig. 4 Multistep chemoenzymatic synthesis planningwithminimal human intervention. Using our algorithm, we plan chemoenzymatic synthetic
routes for (A) Sitagliptin (B) Rivastigmine (C) a key intermediate for angiotensin 1-converting enzyme inhibitors (D) Ephedrine (E) (R)-o-chlor-
omandelic acid, (F) Rasagiline, and (G) S-Metalochlor. The suggested disconnections are consistent with published pathways.
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develop a biocatalytic cascade around the last two trans-
formations; these reactions could be run in a single pot to
avoid purifying the intermediate and reduce the overall
number of steps in the process. Compared to the published
route (Fig. 5B), this alternative pathway (Fig. 5C) is predomi-
nantly catalyzed by enzymes and reduces the overall number of
steps. Similarly, the algorithm proposes additional chemo-
enzymatic alternatives for producing duloxetine. Ultimately,
the nal choice of production process comes down to many
factors, including costs, impurity proles, kinetics, and avail-
able equipment resources.
4 Discussion

In this study, we have developed a tool for identifying oppor-
tunities to employ biocatalysis in organic syntheses toward
synthetic human-made molecules. Chemists tasked with
producing a new molecule can utilize this platform as
6472 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6467–6475
a brainstorming tool. In a few minutes, this planning tool
identies O(10)–O(100) chemoenzymatic synthesis pathways to
the target starting from commercial materials. Enzymes are
successfully proposed to build the necessary stereochemical
and molecular complexity associated with the target. Further,
this synthesis planning tool identies multistep synthetic
reactions that could potentially be replaced by a single enzy-
matic step because of the selectivity of enzyme-catalyzed
transformations.

Two complementary multistep chemoenzymatic retrosyn-
thesis tools were developed in this study. The interactive
multistep chemoenzymatic pathway planning tool leverages
human expertise to guide the synthesis planner. It allows
human experts to control the biocatalytic transformations
employed in the synthesis. As a result, these human experts can
choose to prioritize biocatalytic transformations that their
organizations have signicantly invested in previously. On the
other hand, computer-aided chemoenzymatic synthesis
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 (A) Chemoenzymatic synthesis planning for the exemplary pharmaceutical compound duloxetine yields 260 total routes that start from
commercial materials, including 195 routes that employ at least one enzyme. (B) The published pathway to duloxetine is recovered by the
approach. (C) A chemically sensible alternative route to duloxetine proposed by the approach. In this alternative route, three out of four proposed
reactions are enzyme-catalyzed; therefore, enzymes play a dominant role in producing the target.
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planning using MCTS automatically considers the use of 135
commonly employed biocatalytic transformations. This second
tool can algorithmically generate many different chemo-
enzymatic routes to the target with minimal human interven-
tion. Further, this task can easily be parallelized to compute
chemoenzymatic synthesis routes to O(100)–O(1000) different
targets. Therefore, this CASP platform can be employed for
long-term investment planning to identify critical biocatalytic
transformations needed to produce a portfolio of small mole-
cules. As a result, strategic biocatalysis investments can be
made to promote the use of enzymes in the manufacture of
human-made small molecules.

The presented chemoenzymatic algorithms are open-
source and widely available to practitioners. Identifying bio-
catalysis opportunities can promote collaborations among
organic chemists, chemical and protein engineers, and enzy-
mologists to facilitate the sustainable manufacture of small
molecules. Furthermore, it could complement many textbooks
and review articles on this topic,31,39,41–43 with an emphasis on
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
solving real-world synthesis challenges important to indi-
vidual practitioners.

To our knowledge, there is currently only one other approach
in the literature that synergistically employs both organic and
enzymatic transformations for planning multistep synthesis of
complex target compounds. Levin et al. has introduced enzy-
matic transformations during the retrosynthetic analysis using
reaction templates associated with natural product biosyn-
thesis.14 In our method, we focus on identifying synthetic
transformations that can potentially be catalyzed by enzymes,
which complements the accomplishment of Levin et al. by
capturing suggestions towards synthetic, human-made chem-
icals. We performed a comparison between the two methods for
the three model compounds Sitagliptin, (S)-Duloxetine, and (S)-
Metalochlor (Fig. S2†). In this comparison, the primary differ-
ence is the technique employed to identify biocatalytic trans-
formations in organic syntheses. In all three case studies, our
method exceeds that of Levin et al. by successfully recovering
the known literature precedents. Further, our approach also
proposes a greater number of synthetic routes to the target. We
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6467–6475 | 6473
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hypothesize that by limiting the biocatalysis search to a small
expert-curated biocatalytic template set aer completion of the
synthetic tree search, we avoid exploring a large number of
algorithmically extracted enzymatic reaction templates
commonly used in the biosynthesis of natural products during
the tree search. Such templates are less likely to be productive
when the target is dissimilar to natural products. In the future,
computer-aided synthesis planners integrating both
approaches could exploit the advantages of the individual
methods.

This algorithm can identify candidate transformations for
enzyme catalysis but does not propose specic enzyme
sequences for directed evolution efforts. Large biocatalysis
reaction databases are not widely available like metabolic
reaction datasets44 or organic reaction datasets.45 Therefore,
chemical similarity-based methods for selecting enzyme
sequences for directed evolution12 are less applicable to bio-
catalysis opportunities associated with human-made
compounds. The expert curated reaction rules from Retro-
BioCat are associated with enzymes that generally have a track
record for showing promiscuous substrate specicity.13 There-
fore, identifying these biocatalysis opportunities can be valu-
able on their own even if specic enzyme sequences are not
proposed by the algorithm; enzyme screening panels can be
employed to nd the right enzyme for a specic reaction.

This tool relies on the synthesis planner ASKCOS to propose
retrosynthetic suggestions.9 ASKCOS predictions are driven by
an underlying database of synthetic transformations from
Reaxys, and most of these transformations are organic. At every
step in a retrosynthetic analysis, benecial enzymatic reaction
templates that do not overlap with ASKCOS predicted templates
are not considered. Biocatalytic and chemoenzymatic routes
that do not align with the same order of chemical trans-
formations as classical synthetic approaches might not be
favored by our tool. On the other hand, suggestions resulting
from our tool might have alternative classical synthetic
approaches for the enzyme catalyzed steps. Because of the
possibility of accomplishing some of the enzyme catalyzed steps
through alternative approaches, the inherent risk of pursuing
risk-prone and time-intensive biocatalysis opportunities is
greatly mitigated. This could encourage risk-averse practi-
tioners in highly regulated industries (e.g. pharmaceutical
manufacturing) to explore biocatalysis opportunities.

5 Conclusion

We have developed a computer-assisted chemoenzymatic
synthesis planner for synthetic human-made molecules. Our
approach can capture selective enzymatic transformations that
reduce the number of synthetic steps. Our route modication
strategy identies synthetic transformations that could be
candidates for enzyme catalysis to plan chemoenzymatic
syntheses. This post-processing step could, in principle, be
integrated with other open source or proprietary organic
synthesis planners to identify opportunities for biocatalysis.
Efforts to incorporate benecial enzymatic reaction templates
into the retrosynthetic analysis that don't overlap with synthetic
6474 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6467–6475
templates already in Reaxys will further improve the synthetic
efficiency of the proposed routes. Notwithstanding this limita-
tion, the stage is set for computational chemoenzymatic
synthesis planning for human-made compounds.

Data availability

ASKCOS is publicly available at https://askcos.mit.edu/. The
tool's algorithms are available at https://github.com/
karthiksankar93/ChemoEnzymaticSynthesis. Additional
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